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FROM PHOTOS TO PHOTONS
TEACHING AI TO RECOGNIZE PARTICLES
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HOW CAN WE TEACH AI TO RECOGNIZE PARTICLES?

 We think of ourselves as classifying photos, but really we’re doing a similarity search
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HOW CAN WE TEACH AI TO RECOGNIZE PARTICLES?

 We think of ourselves as classifying photos, but really we’re doing a similarity search
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METRIC LEARNING OVERVIEW
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SO… WE’RE DONE? 

 Not quite… Photos have an advantage – they have dense data
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SO… WE’RE DONE? 
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 Not quite… Photos have an advantage – they have dense data



SO… WE’RE DONE? 

 A particle event has sparse data, so treating it as a photo depends on the representation (e.g. resolution)
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WHAT’S A BETTER WAY TO REPRESENT PARTICLE EVENT?

 We can represent sparse data as a graph

 Luckily, a relatively new AI technique works perfectly on graphs: Graph Neural Networks!
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Photo to

graph 



COLLIDER PHYSICS FOR FUN AND PROFIT
HOW DOES THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER WORK?
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HISTORY

• Cloud chambers used in 

1920s for understanding 

particle decay and interaction

• A magnetic field makes +ve

and –ve particles opposite 

helix shape

• Can actually deduce by 

eye/hand the particle 

interactions

21



50 YEARS OF SMASHING PROTONS
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50 YEARS OF SMASHING PROTONS
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ISR (CERN)

62GeV

1971 1981

SPPS (CERN)

315GeV

1983

Tevatron (Fermilab)
1.8TeV

2010 2027

LHC (CERN)

HL-LHC (CERN)

14TeV

5-10x rate of collisions

Nature, 2018

X 15 million per year

Discovery of W and Z bosons

Discovery of top quark

Discovery of Higgs boson

Higgs factory



• Dream is to produce a lone {Higgs boson, tau lepton, vector boson, …} to study its properties

• These are heavy (e.g. Higgs = 133 x Proton), so we need to introduce high energy to produce them

Ingredient 1:

Proton
E 

= ?

WHY DO WE NEED TRACK RECONSTRUCTION?

Relativity: It doesn’t know 

its velocity/kinetic energy



• Dream is to produce a lone {Higgs boson, tau lepton, vector boson, …} to study its properties

• These are heavy (e.g. Higgs = 133 x Proton), so we need to introduce high energy to produce them

Ingredient 1:                               Need to introduce….                                   Ingredient 2:

Proton
Available

energy

= 2 E

E
Proton

E

WHY DO WE NEED TRACK RECONSTRUCTION?



PHAX SPOTLIGHT: HEP SIMULATION

• Simulation is really expensive

• To simulate quickly and efficiently, can use 

GPUs – but they are still difficult to program

• Different GPU hardware uses different 

programming languages

• Charles developed “portable” (i.e. flexible) 

simulation code, and compared the simulation performance of several 

popular GPU architectures and languages

Charles Leggett



PHAX SPOTLIGHT: HEP SIMULATION

• Actually simulating is expensive, but so is building

your simulator

• Experts typically need to turn dozens of knobs 

to match simulation to real data

• Xiangyang built a tool for HPC (High Performance

Computing) systems that optimizes the simulator

automatically

• Performs better than HEP expert tuning

Xiangyang Ju

The plot shows the fraction of number of observables
that are with χ2 smaller than different thresholds. Over
99.0% of observables from the generator auto-tuned
with advanced optimization are with χ2 < 50, while only
98.5% from the expert-tuned generator.



PHAX SPOTLIGHT: HEP SIMULATION

• Some particle physics simulations with the 

tool Athena are more complex than others –

they take longer

• Running everything on HPC (parallel

computing) naively leads to figure 1 – highly imbalanced

• Miha combined Athena with a sophisticated HPC distribution tool

called Ray

• Raythena is able to cleverly use all the computational resources 

available – figure 2

Miha Muskinja
Raythena

balancing

Figure 1

Figure 2



NEW PHYSICS NEEDS COLLISIONS…

• Higgs boson (LHC), 

• Quarks (SLAC, Fermilab), and

• Neutrino mass (Super-Kamiokande)

• Supersymmetry, 

• Composite Higgs, 

• Dark matter, 

• Leptoquarks, 

• W/Z prime, and

• Axions

11

Discovered 

with collisions

Could be

discovered 

with collisions



WHY DO WE NEED TRACK RECONSTRUCTION?
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• There is a particle collision, and particles 

leave hits in the layers of the detector

• Like bullets travelling through 

walls, can do a kind of forensics 

to reconstruct the type of 

“bullets” (particles) and each of 

their “trajectory” (tracks)



WHY DO WE NEED TRACK RECONSTRUCTION?
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• There is a particle collision, and particles 

leave hits in the layers of the detector

• Like bullets travelling through 

walls, can do a kind of forensics 

to reconstruct the type of 

“bullets” (particles) and each of 

their “trajectory” (tracks)

• 2 problems: the “bullets” can 

curve, and the HL-LHC will fire 

about 30 Trillion “bullets” per 

second



WHAT IS THE CURRENT SOLUTION?

 Current track reconstruction techniques (variations of Kalman Filters) approximately scale quadratically with the 

number of events/collisions/particles, since solving a large combinatorial problem

34



 Current track reconstruction techniques (variations of Kalman Filters) approximately scale quadratically with the 

number of events/collisions/particles, since solving a large combinatorial problem

 High-luminosity scaling problem, means we need something to compliment traditional tracking algorithms

 Graph Neural Networks offer the possibility of solving combinatorial

problems in less-than-quadratic time
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methods
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HL-LHC, 14 TeV

2027

3 billion collision/second

WHAT IS THE CURRENT SOLUTION?



CLOUDS TO COLLIDERS: THE BIG DATA PROBLEM
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𝑂 10 tracks per second 𝑂 30 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑙 tracks per second

Two exciting solutions: ML and Quantum Computing



PHAX SPOTLIGHT: 
QUANTUM COMPUTING

• Researchers need to test many configurations of 

quantum circuit – they can even do this 

interactively in Jupyter

• A popular quantum compiler (Zurich Instruments) 

can take up to 30s for every configuration to build

• Wim hacked the framework to handle memory 

more quickly, reducing build time to less than 30 

milliseconds

• Can then test 1000s more quantum configurations

Wim Lavrijsen

Qutrit decay curves: After initializing a qutrit in state |2>
(green dots), it decays through state |1> (orange) which
initially rises in population, then falls as the qubit decays to
the ground state |0> (blue). Each time column is a separate
program that is run for multiple shots to determine the
relative population.



• New ideas in theoretical physics (AdS/CFT 

correspondence) mean we can mimic behavior of 

black holes with quantum computers

• Wormholes are black holes with “two sides” –

connecting two non-causal parts of spacetime

• But could we ever actually use a wormhole to send 

messages, or objects? And could we test it with a 

simulation?

• Illya is doing exactly this on quantum computers

Illlya Shapoval

PHAX SPOTLIGHT: 
QUANTUM COMPUTING

Penrose diagram of a wormhole: The diagonals of the square
represent the left and right event horizons. The schematic
shows the fate of a message inserted into a two-sided eternal
black hole at early time on the left and, after hitting the
negative energy shockwave, recovering the message from
behind the right horizon.



THE EXATRKX PROJECT
HOW WE USE AI TO SOLVE THE BIG DATA PROBLEM
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THE EXATRKX PROJECT

MISSION

Optimization, performance and validation studies of 
ML approaches to Exascale track reconstruction

PEOPLE

• Caltech: Joosep Pata, Maria Spiropulu, Jean-Roch Vlimant, Alexander Zlokapa

• Cincinnati: Adam Aurisano, Jeremy Hewes 

• FNAL: Giuseppe Cerati, Lindsey Gray, Thomas Klijnsma, Jim Kowalkowski, Gabriel Perdue, Panagiotis Spentzouris

• Illinois: Markus Atkinson, Mark Neubauer 

• LBNL: Paolo Calafiura (PI), Nicholas Choma, Sean Conlon, Steve Farrell, Xiangyang Ju, Daniel Murnane

• ORNL: Aristeidis Tsaris

• Princeton: Isobel Ojalvo, Savannah Thais

• SLAC: Pierre Cote De Soux, Francois Drielsma, Kasuhiro Terao, Tracy Usher

CODE PAPER

https://exatrkx.github.io/ https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.06995
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https://exatrkx.github.io/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.06995


TRACK RECONSTRUCTION 

GOAL & DATASET

 Track reconstruction physics goal

Given hits with features (space co-ordinates and cell cluster 

data) assign track labels to each hit.

Start of project: Good accuracy on TrackML barrel (middle of 

detector)

Aim: Keep good accuracy, on whole detector, move to Itk

geometry

 Computing goal

Reconstruct tracks with low latency, high throughput

Start of project: 32.1-second runtime for pipeline

Aim: Sub-second runtume

41

Label hits

= 32.1s



WHAT’S THE GOAL OF “TRACK RECONSTRUCTION”?

42

Construct

graph

Classify

edges

Identify

connected

components

 Goal: Given hits with features, return labels

 Our approach: Reframe as a graph classification & segmentation problem Track #1

Track #2



TRACKML DATASET

• 9000 events to train on

• Each event has up to 100,000 layer hits 

from around 10,000 particles 

= 200 pileup

• Layers can be hit multiple times by 

same particle (“duplicates”)

• Non-particle hits present (“noise”)

• Include module channel information 

(giving another 9 features per hit)

43



PHAX SPOTLIGHT: TRACK.ML

• Paolo is the PHAX group lead and the lead

for the ExatrkX project

• Has worked hard to open particle physics

to the wider machine learning community

• TrackML is one example – a series of 

challenges on Kaggle & Codalab with 

>$20,000 in prize money 

• The TrackML dataset is now the de facto dataset for comparing experiment-agnostic (i.e. not 

ATLAS, CMS, etc.) particle tracking performance

Paolo Calafiura

A simulated event from the TrackML challenge



THE EXATRKX TRACK RECONSTRUCTION PIPELINE
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Code available @ https://github.com/HSF-reco-and-software-triggers/Tracking-ML-Exa.TrkX

Construct

graph
Classify

edges

Identify

connected

components

Raw hit data 

embedded

Filter doublets, 

construct graph

Train/classify 

doublets in GNN

Filter, convert to 

triplets

Train/classify 

triplets in GNN Apply cut for 

seeds

Graph partitioning

for track labels

1

2 3

Track #1

Track #2

https://github.com/HSF-reco-and-software-triggers/Tracking-ML-Exa.TrkX


GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

 Want high-efficiency way to connect hits to likely neighbors

 Previously, connected with geometric heuristics (fast, but low efficiency)

 Studied look-up table from module-to-module connections (slower, higher efficiency)

 Why not train a model to learn the geometry, agnostic of module/layer configurations?

46

Construct

graph



METRIC LEARNING 

OVERVIEW

 Encode / embed input into N-

dimensional space

 Reward (low loss) matching 

pairs within unit distance

 Punish (high loss) 

mismatching pairs within unit 

distance

 Repeat for many pairs
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MLP MLP

Repulsive training

Source Target Source Target

Attractive training

“Comparative” hinge loss

𝑦 = −1
𝑦 = 1

Δ = 1 Δ = 1

𝑥

𝑥



FIRST: EMBED HITS INTO A LEARNED SPACE
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1. For all hits in detector, embed features (co-

ordinates, cell direction data, etc.)

into N-dimensional space

METRIC LEARNING

49
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1. For all hits in detector, embed features (co-

ordinates, cell direction data, etc.) with multi-layer 

perceptron (MLP) into N-dimensional space

2. Associate neighboring hits as close in N-

dimensional distance (close = within Euclidean 

distance r)

METRIC LEARNING
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1. For all hits in detector, embed features (co-

ordinates, cell direction data, etc.) with multi-layer 

perceptron (MLP) into N-dimensional space

2. Associate neighboring hits as close in N-

dimensional distance (close = within Euclidean 

distance r)

METRIC LEARNING
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1. For all hits in detector, embed features (co-

ordinates, cell direction data, etc.) with multi-layer 

perceptron (MLP) into N-dimensional space

2. Associate neighboring hits as close in N-

dimensional distance

3. Score each “neighbour” hit within embedding 

neighbourhood against the “target” hit at 

centre 

N.B. Hard negative mining can vastly improve 

training speed and accuracy)

Raw hit data 

embedded

Filter likely, 

adjacent 

doublets

Train/classify 

doublets in 

GNN

Filter, convert 

to triplets

Train/classif

y triplets in 

GNN Apply cut 

for seeds

METRIC LEARNING
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HITS IN THE EMBEDDED SPACE

 Hits from the same track colored the same

 For all hits, we want to be able to join all 

neighboring hits within radius R (hyperparameter)

 All these connections lead to the input graph of the 

GNN

 NOTE: Here spacepoints are projected 8D → 2D

53

Track #1

Track #2

Embedding 

MLP

Take-away: Simple pairwise comparisons can 

reveal higher dimensional physics. 

Explainability/interpretability will be key to this 

research direction.



EMBEDDED SPACE IS BETTER THAN DETECTOR SPACE

BUT STILL TOO MANY FAKE EDGES IN GRAPH

Number of neighbour pairs in embedding space: 

O(10 million)
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We can apply an MLP to the concatenated pair 

features to prune number of pairs (i.e. “edges”) to 

O(1 million)
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AN EXAMPLE

TOWARDS REALISTIC TRACKING

 Does it work? Let’s check an example:

 Pretty good!

 True positives

 False positives

 No false negatives

All hits

Neighbour hits

Filtered hits
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AN EXAMPLE

TOWARDS REALISTIC TRACKING

 Does it work? Let’s check an example:

 Not quite as good…

 True positives

 False positives

 False negatives

 This is where GNN 

comes in

All hits

Neighbour hits

Filtered hits

Whole example track



2. EDGE CLASSIFICATION

GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

Raw hit data 

embedded

Filter doublets, 

construct graph

Train/classify 

doublets in GNN

Filter, convert to 

triplets

Train/classify 

triplets in GNN

Apply cut for 

seeds

Graph partitioning

for track labels



MACHINE LEARNING ON GRAPHS
HOW TO DO IT, WHY IT WORKS, AND HOW DOES IT FIT TOGETHER WITH THE REST OF M.L.?
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A 

COLLECTION 

OF NODES

NODE

WHAT IS A GRAPH?



AND EDGES

EDGE

WHAT IS A GRAPH?



NODES + 

EDGES = 

DOUBLETS

DOUBLET

WHAT IS A GRAPH?



NODES  

CAN HAVE 

FEATURES

NODE FEATURE

e.g. “West Oakland”

WHAT IS A GRAPH?



EDGES   

CAN HAVE 

FEATURES

EDGE FEATURE

e.g. “Under Maintenance 

– Single Track” 

WHAT IS A GRAPH?



THE WHOLE 

GRAPH  

CAN HAVE 

FEATURES

GRAPH FEATURE

e.g. “Sunday Timetable” 



WHY GRAPHS?

 High-luminosity scaling problem, means we need something

to compliment traditional tracking algorithms, 

but why graphs?

 Graphs can capture inherent sparsity of much physics data

 Graphs can capture the manifold and relational structure of much physics data

 Conversion to and from graphs can allow manipulation of dimensionality

 Graph Neural Networks are booming (i.e. wouldn’t be talking about graphs if there weren’t a wealth of classic 

algorithms and NN models for graph data)

 Industry research and investment means good outlook for software and hardware optimised for graphs

 GNNs for track reconstruction introduced in precursor to ExatrkX, HepTrkX

[S. Farrell et al., Novel deep learning methods for track reconstruction, 2018]
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GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

ARCHITECTURES

𝑣0
𝑘+1 = 𝜙(𝑒0𝑗

𝑘 , 𝑣𝑗
𝑘, 𝑣0

𝑘)
MESSAGE

PASSING

𝑣1
𝑘 𝑣2

𝑘

𝑣3
𝑘 𝑣4

𝑘

𝑣𝑖
𝑘 node features

𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘 edge features

at iteration 𝑘

𝑒01
𝑘 𝑒02

𝑘

𝑒03
𝑘 𝑒04

𝑘
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GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

ARCHITECTURES

𝑣0
𝑘+1 = 𝜙(𝑣𝑗

𝑘, 𝑣0
𝑘)

GRAPH

CONVOLUTION

NETWORK

𝑣1
𝑘 𝑣2

𝑘

𝑣3
𝑘 𝑣4

𝑘

𝑣𝑖
𝑘 node features

at iteration 𝑘

Kipf & Welling "Semi-

Supervised Classification 

with Graph Convolutional 

Networks" arXiv:1609.0290

7 (2016).
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GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

ARCHITECTURES

𝑣0
𝑘+1 = MLP Σ𝑒0𝑗

𝑘 𝑣𝑗
𝑘 , 𝑣0

𝑘 + 𝑣0
𝑘

ATTENTION

GNN

𝑣1
𝑘 𝑣2

𝑘

𝑣3
𝑘 𝑣4

𝑘

𝑣𝑖
𝑘 node features

𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘 edge score [0, 1]

at iteration 𝑘

𝑒01
𝑘 𝑒02

𝑘 = 𝑀𝐿𝑃 [𝑣0
𝑘 , 𝑣2

𝑘]

𝑒03
𝑘 𝑒04

𝑘
Veličković, Petar, et al. 

"Graph attention 

networks" arXiv preprint 

arXiv:1710.10903 (2017).
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GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

ARCHITECTURES

𝑣0
𝑘+1 = 𝜙(𝑣0

𝑘, Σ𝑒0𝑗
𝑘+1)

INTERACTION

NETWORK

𝑣1
𝑘 𝑣2

𝑘

𝑣3
𝑘 𝑣4

𝑘

𝑣𝑖
𝑘 node features

𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑘 edge features

at iteration 𝑘

𝑒01
𝑘 𝑒02

𝑘+1 = 𝜙 𝑣0
𝑘, 𝑣2

𝑘 , 𝑒02
𝑘

𝑒03
𝑘 𝑒04

𝑘

Battaglia, Peter, et al. "Interaction 

networks for learning about 

objects, relations and 

physics." Advances in neural 

information processing systems. 

2016.



GRAPH ATTENTION ARCHITECTURE

• Input node features

• Hidden node features

• Hidden edge features

• Edge score

• Attention aggregation

• New hidden node features

• New hidden edge features

• New edge score
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𝑥
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𝑧 1



• Input node features

• Hidden node features

• Hidden edge features

• Edge score

• Attention aggregation

• New hidden node features

• New hidden edge features

• New edge score
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GRAPH ATTENTION ARCHITECTURE



• Input node features

• Hidden node features

• Hidden edge features

• Edge score

• Attention aggregation

• New hidden node features

• New hidden edge features

• New edge score
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…
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…
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GRAPH ATTENTION ARCHITECTURE



• Input node features

• Hidden node features

• Hidden edge features

• Edge score

• Attention aggregation

• New hidden node features

• New hidden edge features

• New edge score
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0.6
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…
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GRAPH ATTENTION ARCHITECTURE



• Input node features

• Hidden node features

• Hidden edge features

• Edge score

• Attention aggregation

• New hidden node features
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GNN
VS.

CNN, RNN, TRANSFORMER & AUTOMATA
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GNNs

CNNsRNNs

Cellular

Automata

Transformers

GNNs are a straightforward(ish) 

generalisation of CNNs to arbitrary 

adjacencies (some people say 

they’re a generalisation to non-

Euclidean geometries, but this 

could be ambiguous...)

Grid 

adjacency
MLP + 1-pixel

Equivalency

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.09699.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.02942.pdf

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewd

oc/download?doi=10.1.1.554.439

5&rep=rep1&type=pdf

Fully-

Connected

Linearly

Connected

= reduces to

Graphical

Automata

??

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.09699.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.02942.pdf
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.554.4395&rep=rep1&type=pdf


PHAX SPOTLIGHT: GRAPH 
NEURAL NETWORKS

• COVID-19 drug discover and design

typically involves searching databases

• But we can represent drug molecules

as graphs, and learn their structure

with a GNN

• Nick trained a GNN combined with

reinforcement learning (the same idea as game-playing AI like Google’s AlphaGo)

• The model learns to generate better and better drug molecules, and can score them in 

their effectiveness for fighting COVID-19

Nick Choma

A set of molecules generated and scored by the surrogate model.



APPLY GNN TO TRACKING EDGE CLASSIFICATION

1. Features are encoded (n.b. we do not use the 

embedded space features, as they appear to not 

help performance)

2. Encoded features are concatenated to create 

edge features

3. Edge features are aggregated around nodes to 

create next round of encoded node features (i.e. 

message passing)

4. Each iteration of message passing improves 

distinguishing power
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Take-away: Anisotropic (ability to distinguish 

important neighbours) GNNs are significantly 

more expressive than isotropic GNNs
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.00982.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.00982.pdf


LONG STORY SHORT: THE AI LEARNS TO RECOGNIZE THE GRAPH
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PERFORMANCE – TIMING
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Step CPU (s) 16Gb GPU 

(s)

32Gb GPU /

2 GPUs (s)

Preprocessing 0.005 0.002 0.002

Graph 

construction

168 0.68 0.72

GNN 27 0.24 0.22

(Seed making 4 0.31)

Track Labelling 3.32 0.08 0.10

Other (IO, etc.) 3.7 0.11 -0.30

Total 202 1.11 0.74 
(average)

• Before GPU optimisations, 

pipeline took 32.1 seconds

• Approx. 31x speed-up

• Thanks to work done in 

conjunction with Alina Lazar, 

Alex Ballow (YSU) & Yao Xu (UC 

Berkeley)

• Optimisations include:
1. Custom neighbor search 

kernel (>2x faster than FAISS)

2. CuGraph labelling

3. CuPy preprocessing

4. Mixed precision inference

5. Model pre-loading

6. Batch size hyperparameter 

tuning



PERFORMANCE – SCALING
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 We get sub-quadratic scaling of

graph size (number of edges) vs number of hits

 We get sub-quadratic scaling of total 

inference time with number of hits

(gnn1,2 is arbitrary section of pipeline)

MEMORY TIME

Image thanks to Yao Xu (UC Berkeley) & Alina Lazar (YSU)



WHAT’S NEXT FOR PHYSICS & AI?
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PAST
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NOW
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FUTURE
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LEARNING MODEL



FINGERS CROSSED

THANKYOU!
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